ODE EMIS Conference Call Summary
10.19.20

Notes provided Naja Bailey (META) and Catherine Wright (NEONET)

FY20 Graduation Appeals – Now open for Graduation Appeals. The Data Review and
Verification for Graduation will also need completed.
Course Grade Collection - Scheduled to open Thursday however, we realized that several
vendors do not have their code in place yet. So, it’s going to be sometime in November or even
in December before data is ready to export from SIS and submit in the Grade Course Collection.
This year we are using that data internally to build the risk model for the early warning system
and it’s scheduled to launch around the end of the school year. There is plenty of time to get that
data in and updated as your SIS vendors make that available.
Q: Can you remind us what admission to current high school date is used for and how a resident
sending a student out open enrollment would report that field?
A: We don’t collect that field in EMIS. I can’t say if that field is used for anything within your
SIS so you would need to ask your SIS vendor. That was added as part of the e-Transcript
project several years ago, that never really panned out. It’s not something that we collect in any
of the open windows at this point.
Q: Question on long-term illness and the new type of leave (FFERCA) that are available
because of COVID related leaves. Leave that someone can take because their child has to be
home because of daycare, remote learning or something like that. Not because of illness but
because of other circumstances and they can use that leave. Is that supposed to be included in
long-term illness calculations?
A: That specific kind of leave is the case where your payroll system is tracking something in
much greater detail than we collect it at ODE. I am not aware of any type of discussion around
that at ODE. That should go into a helpdesk ticket to see if there is specific guidance.
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